


Selling Luxury – AIA # Hans83016 IDCEC # 105663

Course is worth .1 LU or General Designation credit hours for IDCEC, ASID, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course Description:

The United States is without doubt the most important market for luxury goods and service in the world.

Selling Luxury will explore the state of the luxury market in the United States. You will learn about what makes a luxury brand 

and what type of consumers are buying them and why. This course will expose the luxury market and will provide tips to 

selling to its consumers.

Learning Objectives:

1.Discover what makes the affluent really buy.

2.Learn how to identify the affluent and how they think.

3.Explore the luxury market and what makes a luxury brand.

4.The 5 triggers you can use to sell to the affluent.



It’s a Thirsty World – AIA # Hans10314 IDCEC # 103291

Course is worth .1 HSW credit hours for IDCEC, ASID, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course Description

The world’s endless thirst for water has put great strains on the earth’s fresh water sources, restricting the natural water cycle 

from replenishing them. Thirsty World will explore how Agriculture, Industry, Human demands, and this country’s aging 

infrastructure have created these strains. We will discuss new government regulations which preserve water, observe design 

and product solutions to save both water and energy, and discover the technology that is driving performance in water saving 

products. 

Learning Objectives

1.Be able to identify how Agriculture, Industry, Human consumption and Aging Infrastructure are   effecting the replenishment

of water sources in the United States.

2.Examine both national and state regulations on water use and the new requirements for plumbing products that are 

specified for residential and commercial use. 

3.Learn how low flow does not mean low performance. Observe how technology and advanced engineering has enhanced 

the performance of water and energy saving plumbing products.

4.Discover how much water and energy are saved by specifying plumbing products that meet or exceed Water Sense 

guidelines. 



Design For All - Universal Solutions for the Bathroom – AIA # HANS072012 IDCEC # 101453

Course is worth .1 HSW credit hours  for IDCEC , ASID, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course Description

Participants will engage in a discussion on the rapidly growing aging population. With the growing number of adults needing 

or wanting to age in their homes the importance of Universal Design is more important than ever. As one ages, the use of the 

bath changes from a place for pampering to a place of necessity. The use of Universal Design principles and selection of the 

proper products will allow you to blend the user personal style while accommodating all users’ needs.

Learning Objectives

1. Identify the segment of the population with Aging-in-Place needs.

2. Understand the seven principles of Universal Design.

3.Choose bathroom fixtures that meet the users needs.

4.Design a bathroom with proper placement of products in critical use areas.



Behind the Wall: Plumbing Secrets – AIA # Hans71113 IDCEC #103761

Course is worth .1 HSW credit hours for IDCEC, ASID, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course Description

Planning and plumbing installation guidelines for shower safety valves: pressure balancing valves and thermostatic shower 

safety valves installed in various applications. Understand and identify valve technology options for various custom shower 

options. Learn about what is behind the wall and how valve systems work.

Learning Objectives

1. Determine the client's needs for the shower system

2. Identify the various mechanical shower valves required to fulfill the customer needs

3. Explain the functionality/usage of the shower system components

4. Plan the shower layout and product assortment to meet the customers’ requirements



Water Sense? Efficient Shower Technology – AIA # HANS20141 IDCEC # 102955

Course is worth .1LU or General Designation for IDCEC approved, ASID, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course Description

This course will take you on a journey that shows the evolution of the modern bathroom and how advanced technology is 

shaping the bathrooms of the future. Participants will learn about the current water regulation codes in certain parts of the

country and how they are affecting shower systems. You will also be able to distinguish between water efficient products 

versus ones that simply save water. 

Course Objectives

1.Explore the history of the showerhead and technology advancements of the modern bathroom.

2.Discover the endless assortment of water efficient showering products that are available today.

3.Identify the government product regulations that apply to shower products.

4.Distinguish between products that are water efficient versus simply water saving.



Champions of Design – AIA #HANSCES8479 IDCEC # 102656

Course is worth .1 LU or General Designation  for IDCEC,ASID, AIA NKBA and NARI

Course Description

Champions of Design discuss the innovation, ideas and inspirations of some of the top designers/architects worldwide. This 

interactive session promotes discussion around the professionals presented and the ideas and inspirations for some of the 

most innovative products and architecture in the world. Learn what inspires these designers and what their influences are 

around some of their most successful product and architectural creations. 

Course Objectives

1.Identify and describe specific projects completed by 5 of the top 10 designers worldwide.

2.Discuss the process which focuses on design as and end experience, creating unique and authentic spaces or objects..

3.Describe the impact of various objects when introduced into the world of design. 

4. The presentation will examine living spaces that are a combination of artistry and function. Distinctive designs that have

been imitated and replicated and most of all are inspiring.



Plumbing 101: What your plumber wishes you knew – AIA # Hans101414 IDCEC # 103758

Course is worth 1 HSW credit hour for, AIA, NKBA and NARI

Course if worth 1 General Designation from IDECEC/ASID

Course Description

Does this product have a backflow preventer? Is this valve anti-scald? It’s a challenge to know what your plumber knows –

that’s why he’s the one doing the work! However, the more people “in the know” during the product selection process and 

construction phase the fewer chances for costly mistakes and inconvenience for your clients.    This course will teach you the 

mechanical basics of product selection, functionality, code requirements and how to calculate water consumption to design a 

water efficient project.

Course Objectives

1.Examine both national and state regulations on water use and the new requirements for plumbing products that are 

specified for residential and commercial use. 

2.Design a bathroom that not only meets the clients’ aesthetic requirements, but provides a balance between functionality and

sustainability. 

3.Differentiate between a pressure balancing and thermostatic shower safety valves and convey the operation of the valves to 

your client. 

4.Calculate the water consumption of your project to find possible areas for water conservation.


